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311 23A
RUSH JACKET HI-VIS ORANGE
EN 20471 CE, ISO 15797:2002
Advanced multi-pocket work jacket made of 80% polyester, 20% cotton, 
twill, weight 300 g/m².
- Twill fabric: wrinkle and stain resistant, solid, quick drying, water repellent;
- High-performance triple stitched seams, bar-tacked to increase their  
 strength;
- Two three-dimensional breast pockets with flap and Velcro®, one mobile  
 phone pocket with pen holder;
- Two muff pockets Cordura® reinforced, one spacious inner pocket;
- Cordura® wear-and-tear reinforcements at the elbow;
- Elasticated inside cuffs, button-adjustable;
- Fleece-lined collar for maximum comfort;
- Heavy duty YKK® central self-covered zipper closure;
- Adjustable waistband with side buttons;
- Detachable ID-badge holder;
- Reflex labels for extra visibility in low light conditions;
- 3M® reflective striping around chest, arms and over the shoulders to be  
 highly visible when bending down;
- Tested for harmful substances according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100;
- Industrial washable ISO 15797:2002.
Colour: Hi-Vis orange with grey and black inserts.
Sizes: XS-4XL

311 23G Hi-Vis yellow with grey and black inserts.
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311 47 
SHARK SOFTSHELL JACKET
Cutting-edge stretchable jacket with outer made of Softshell fabric, 96% polyester,  
4% spandex with TPU membrane that provides excellent performance in terms of thermal 
insulation, breathability and comfort, weight 350 g/m². 
- Microfleece four-way stretch and high-performance inner lining allows the sweat to be   
 expelled much faster than standard lining; 
- Reinforcements in Ripstop stretch fabric on the areas the most exposed to wear-and-tear;
- Two lined side pockets with water repellent zippers, one pen holder, one inner phone pocket   
 with zipper;
- Two oversized inner pockets in mesh fabric with Velcro® fastening  able to hold tablets up   
 to 10” or large items securely and comfortably;
- Heavy duty central closure with anti-tangle and windproof inner flap; water repellent YKK® zipper;
- Ergofit®, modern cut with preformed sleeves designed to follow the arms natural movement;
- Drawcord adjustment at bottom hem for perfect fit;
- Windproof stretch inner cuffs with thumb hole;
- Removable ID-badge holder;
- Reflex piping for extra visibility in low light conditions;
- Tested for harmful substances according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100.
Colour: Anthracite grey with checker inserts.
Sizes: XS-4XL
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311 50
SCORPION HYPERFLEECE JACKET
Full-zip hyperfleece jacket with outer fabric made of 100% knitted polyester, 
dirt-resistant, very flexible and ergonomic, compounded with a Velveteen lining 
featuring outstanding thermal and breathable properties, weight 460 g/m². 
- The coupled fabric favours the keeping of body temperature and sweat control, 
 for a perfect balance between warmth and breathability;
- Reinforcements in Softshell stretch fabric on the areas the most exposed to   
 wear-and-tear; 
- Zippered breast pocket, two fleece-lined muff pockets, two inner pockets 
 in mesh fabric; 
- Heavy duty YKK® central zipper closure with anti-tangle and windproof inner flap;
- Velcro® adjustable cuffs;
- Detachable ID-badge holder;
- Reflex piping on back arm and back shoulders for extra visibility 
 in low light conditions;
- Tested for harmful substances according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100.
Colour: Grey melange with black inserts.
Sizes: XS-4XL

311 50P Petroleum blue melange with black inserts.
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310 66C
FIGHTER SWEATSHIRT CAMO
Technical sweatshirt made of 350 g/m² melange camo polyester fabric with black 
softshell inserts on the shoulder pad, elbows and sides. 
- Soft, durable, breathable and comfortable knitted polyester fabric;
- Pre-bent sleeves for increased freedom of movement;
- Zippered chest pocket in softshell fabric;
- Two fleece-lined side pockets; 
- Central closure with windproof and anti-tangle inner flap;
- Fleece-lined collar for maximum comfort;
- Half-sleeve reflective piping for increased visibility in low light conditions;
- Drawcord adjustment at bottom hem for a perfect fit.
Colour: Melange camo with black inserts.
Sizes: S-3XL

310 66 Melange fluorescent yellow with blue inserts.





  SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE 72-76 78-82 84-88 90-94 96-100 102-106 108-112 114-118

INSEAM 77-81 78-82 84-88 90-94 96-100 102-106 108-112 114-118

  SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

OVERALL HEIGHT 166-176 168-178 170-180 172-184 174-186 176-188 178-190 180-192

CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE 85-91 92-97 98-103 104-109 110-115 116-121 122-127 128-133
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HEADQUARTERS 
ZONA INDUSTRIALE 
06081 ASSISI (PG) ITALY 
T. +39 075.804.37.37 
F. +39 075.804.86.86

BRANCH 
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20090 CUSAGO (MI) ITALY 
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